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ABSTRACT

Bounds on the ir and K meson decay amplitudes are obtained to a

good accuracy from QCD sum rules of the Laplace transform type. A re la t ion

betveen f and the p meson coupling to the photon is given. Using the
2heavy quarks q = 0 sum rule to two loops we find our best bounds:

fD>5 (101 ± 25) HeV and fp 4. (ll* 7 ± hi.6) MeV to be compared to

f ti 93.3 MeV. We also derive a relat ion between the D and F meson

masses and the charm quark mass

beautiful B mesons.

Our resul ts are extended to the
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There has been recent progress in extending the applicability domain

of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) to obtain predictions on low-energy parameters
(hadron masses and coUpiing constants). The approach is based on sum rules
obeyed by the spectral functions of a specific two-point function of current
operators, as a consequence of general analytical properties. There exists a
variety of QCD sum rules in the literature f1"3! depending on how these
analytieity and positivity properties are exploited. Of particular interest
for low-energy phenomenology are the sum rules of the Laplace transform type:

U)

and of the Q 2 = 0 type (<J£ E -q2 > 0);

= o (s)

proposed by SVZ and collaborators fl), respectively, for the light and heavy

quark system. Here — Iml[(t) denotes a specific spectral function (e.g. the

hadronic vacuum polarization measured in the e e •* hadrons); J ( I f ) and
(Q ) are quantities which in principle can be computed asymptoticaJly in

QCD. It is clear that the sum rules (l) and (2) are much more selective on the
low-energy behaviour of the spectral function (small t) than the right-hand
side of the usual dispersion relation

+ "subtraction" (3)

The purpose of this letter is to report on some results obtained by applying the
sum rules (l) and (2) to the two-point function TJ''1V(q.) associated to the axial
vector current AW = ̂ -Ŷ Y •• C if - denotes quark field with a flavour i)

and to the two-point functions

(5)
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associa ted t o . t h e divergence 3 A (x) = (m. + m.) ^j.y t .̂ of ti;e &yA a l vector
2 ^ /QJ O X J 1- ? J

cu r r en t . In f a c t , ijj {q ) and fT • • W ) a r e r e l a t e d "by the current a lgebra
- 1) 5 1 J

i d e n t i t y v ia

(6)

where

(7)

In the Nambu-Goldstone r e a l i : . i t i o n of c h i r a l symmetry, the qjaantity

^ O | i ) . i / ! . | o ^ i s not ze ro , so care must be taken in using sum ru le s of the

t y p e s ( l ) and ( 2 ) .

II. BOUNDS ON fp (P B n,K,D,F) FROM THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM SUM RULES

Formally, the Laplace transform sum rule is ohtained by applying to

both sides of Eq.(3) the operator

2
of

(8)

The derivation / such a sura rule of SVZ [ib] has been discussed in Ref.5. In
A

the phenomenological applications, the p meson coupling to the photon [l"b,5j,

the light quark masses [ 5] * the light quark vacuum condensate [6] , the gluon

component of the U(l) meson mass [7] have been bounded with a good accuracy,

within the range of the sum rule scale H i M in the ud channel (H "O. M,
P +

in the us channel [6]} and with the value of A in the MS renormalization
o)

scheme taken to be A £70'-' 210 MeV from the sum rule analysis of the

isoveetor part of the e e -*• hadrons data 19]. In the following we extend

the applications of the Laplace transform sum rule in order to get information

on the decay amplitude fp of pseudoscalar mesons defined as

(9)

its momentum. For the light

quark systems, an appropriate sum rule which allows us to extract f , is the

1 J

I t reads:

where |P^ is the pseudoscalar state and q

=, an appropriate sum rul

Laplace transform of ImU --+ (t) =
J. j

«•

4 Z'J* g

where y = 0.5772 is the Euler constant , a /IT =l /-0 log M/A is the running

™i f 3 ( 32 S V.1/ z 4 /v X. $ *
QCD coupling; m. = 7- ijTTT ^i^~^i I ^ "̂ ¥-1 "riT log JOf̂  /A 4. — ( M - ^- i-̂
is the running quark mass to two loops (m. is the invariant mass); For

SU(3)C * SU(n) , T = I.986 - 0.115 n is the three-loop calculation of

The leading non-pertur"bative effects are parametrized by the vacuum expectation

values ^ i j ; ^ / ^ 1 &nd "̂cig G ^ , where G = GVVH y is the square of the

we take

gluon f i e ld t e n s o r . The renormalizat ion group inva r i an t (EGI) quant i ty

can be determined using PCAC and the recent r e s u l t in Ref .6,while

._^G y 'H. (O.0l(lt n ' r ) GeV from recent r e s u l t s on charmonium data
" Ti" (1+0)

analys is [12] . In the ud channel the s p e c t r a l function Im lT •- ( t ) can

he sa tura ted by the Tf' and A

s p e c t r a l function from the t + \> A data [13] and using s. narrow width

approximation

We estimate the A contribution to the

The continuum contribution to the sum rule is estimated using the QCD model

from the threshold (/t~" *£ 1 GeV. This is controlled by the weight factor

e c in Eq.(lO) [6^ . We use as well a recent result of Ref-l^t based on

the Laplace transform of the third Weinberg sum rules in order to estimate

the product m m . That ve take to be of the order of ^>rrt<jLt\ * / *
Using the positivity of some eventual higher resonances, we get the bound

- 3 -
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(12a)

For M » Mn , the IT contribution is optimized, the A± contribution is about
7

18$ of the 7f one and the QCD correction is about lS.%. So

(12D)

which reproduces well the accurate data from TT + uv decay ? f̂  ~ 93.26 MeV.

It is also more instructive to give the chiral limit (m^ = 0) of Eq..(l2)-

Then, we get 5 ) J,

1£* (13)

for A « 70 — 210 HeV. We can also identify the sum rule in Eq.UO} with the
2

* HIM rule discussed in Eefs.l and 5 at the same M „ -
For M2£i M̂ , the "Ti* and j> meson dominance

to each sum rule is fully just i f ied. So, we get to leading order of chiral

symmetry 'breaking

7
(lit)

where we have used the data *J$ %% (0.129 ± 0.02) GeV2.
7)

- 5 -

In the case of the K meson, we have observed in Ref.6, that the

natural scale of optimization of the Laplace transform sum rule is around
M . in order t o minimize the quark mass c o r r e c t i o n s . In t h i s us channel ,

Eq.(lO) i s now sa tu ra t ed by the K meson. Then, we deduce for M - M̂  :

±JL )MeV (15)

to be compared to the data f •* 1.16 f . Eqs.(l2) and (lfi) are a further

confirmation of the abili ty of the Laplace transform sum rules to predict the

properties of a single resonance.

We extend the above analysis to the D and F mesons which saturate

respectively the sum rule in the cd and cs channels. In Eq..(lO) quark mass

effect enters as a product of the light and the heavy ones, so we can choose

the sum rule scale M around M̂  in the dc channel vhere the mass effect

is lesa_ thajL.£Q2L_cjf the leading QCD ones. In that case, we get to leading order

S 27 fi = 3W-.6 MeV , ( lg)
while in the cs channel, we have to choose M** 2M in order to satisfy this
20£ cri terion. Clearly, ve lose the optimization of the F contribution to
the spectral function and the bound is expected to be bad. I t will also be
interesting to use sum rule involving only the pseudosealar s ta tes . We can

work with TT;- (q£) (Eq.CO) or iMq2) (Eq.(5)). However, as discussed in
1J(0) 2Eef.3b, the TT .• {q ) sum rule involves leading non-perturbative effects (see

Eqs.(6) and (7)) which tend to cancel the pole contribution to the sum rule [6] .

Working with the Laplace transform of <l>Ai ) , we escape this difficulty [5],
_ 2

In the cd' channel, we saturate the tyAi ) 3um rule of Ref.5 by the D meson.
Using the QCD model for the continuum and the positivity of higher resonance
states , we get

(17)

M * J

where we have neglected ^"f ^fi^ ' Tlle continuum threshold is

ltc 1 Mp + 2ny . We optimize the above inequality by demanding that the

continuum contribution is around 10 -^ 36% of the leading QCD order and the

quark mass correction is less than 50 -- 20? in order to trust the series

expansion in m /H . Such conditions are satisfied for M 2: 2 ~ 3 GeV to

which corresponds the optimal bound '

-6-



+ So (13)

where we iiave taken "m̂  K (2.08 ± 0.36) GeV Ji6] . We have also used PCAC and

the recent result in Ref.5 in order to estimate the quantity m ^

In the cs channel case we get

(22)

for ms at 500 MeV and S^ a 2 GeV, where f^up is the upper bound in Eg. (16).

Notice that the above bounds (Eqs.(l8) and (19)) are insensitive to the value

of A OS 70 -> 210 MeV.

III. THE q = 0 SUM RULE FOE THE HEAVY PBEUDOSCALAE MESONS

quantity

An alternative way to get bounds on f , f , . . . is to work with the
8) D F

Q so
(20)

It relies on the fact that the perturbative expression of l/.\ in terms of the

heavy quark mass is expected to exist provided that the heavy quark mass
mj is "bigger than the QCD scale A . To lowest order of QCD

V (21)

which shows that X , is a pure number, so i t is blind of the external

renormalization. Such an observation is helpful for the extraction of the

oL/TT contribution. This can be done working with the general result of ^{<l )

in the space-like region [17] or of In *,;(t) in the time-like region [l8] .

We find i t convenient using the last resul t . Taking only into account terms

which are independent of the external renormalization " , we find to two loops

and including the leading non-perturbative effects [18]

where m. is the invariant quart mass and m. is the running mass evaluated

at Q = m. . In the following we shaJJ. neglect ^olT-V1- |o ^ for the heavy

quarks (Wigner-Beyl realisation of chiral sYmmetry) and we shall take^r^ Gy y
GeV [12]. As we can learn from Eq.. (22), the quantity X

/ m *
f i )

up to two loops and to the 1/m* terms, when TO". ^ 0 . Such a result is

encouraging and we expect !(-,) to be finite to higher orders, as required

by the Kinoshita theorem ^19]. We saturate the right-hand side of Eg,(20) by

the D meson in the cd channel. Using the positivity of the continuum

contribution to the spectral function, we get

£l * 17 (23)

vbere we have used 1.8T GeV, m /m ~ 0

correction in Eq.(2 3) oomes from the

^0|*£, G j \ G iv 1 ° ^ operator. In the cs channel we get

Cd ^ o | * * |o ̂  . The first

term and the second one from the

w h e r e ( f _ ) S U p i s t h e u p p e r bound i n E q . ( 5 ) . For m 3S (300 ~ 500) MeV, •

Eq. (2H) g i v e s

(25)

The results in Eqs.(23) and (25) are stronger than in Eqs.(l8) and (19), due

to the fact that the Laplace sum rule scale M has to be chosen big enough

so as to minimize the quark mass corrections. We can again improve the result

in Eqs.(23) and (25) working with higher n derivatives of 4> (q ) due to

the increasing contribution of resonances with n. The QCD expression of the

moments in the case m. >> m. is given in Ref.18 and appears to depend
1 J 2

crucially on the quark mass value m. as well as on the way how it is

renormalized ^ Using directly the result in Bef.18, the QCD corrections to

the moments are individually important. For large n, the moments behave as:

- 7 -
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(26)

ft, < (3D

where the corrections in { } come respectively from the oi- term aud from
_ s

the gluon condensate term. In the cs channel, we deduce

.* 3 <3.S) (32)

so care must he taken when working with higher moments. Already in the case of

.Vg^each QCD correction to the Moments is of the order of 60? but

fortunately they tena to cancel out

4> ̂
- 2. t =?2< /+ as? - o-c< (27)

where the f i r s t correction comes from the ei. term, the second one from the

^0|«*s G | o ^ term. The • *f/2) 3UJn rule vi-11 ei^e the bound in the cd
channel *'

J

Clearly, we get stronger bound than in Eg.(23) but, unfortunately, the

uncertainty in the derivation of the bound has also increased, and so, it

becomes useless to go to moments with higher n. In the cs channel the

strange (juart correction to X(pl ^s o f * h e o r d e r °f 50i(. In that case,

we get, using a similar analysis as for the D meson

• (29)

A further use cff the higher moments can be obtained from the rat io

d).
&- = =& - (30)

where the QCD correctionS'.tB B become moderate, as well as the leading quark

mass dependence. For large n, the O£J/-7T correction goes l ike "constant" +

w(—) and the (1/m.) contribution behaves like n . Using, for example,

the low moments R, and the fact that the continuum contribution to B,
7) -

is positive , ve get in the cd channel
-9-

where the quark mass corrections to K tends to decrease the upper value of

the bound.

For completeness, we extend our analysis to the beautiful B mesons.

Using JL4* 5.2 GeV [20] and the invariant b-quark mass SI V 6.5 -v»8.2 GeV

i . e . " (̂iHjj) d 3.7 " I t . 5 GeV, we get from the Jf, . sum rule ii

bs channel
in the bu or

f34
(33)

while in the be channel

•-w 3*0 — - • (3lt)

The H sum rule in Eq.(30) gives in the W or bs channel the constraint

while in the be channel we get

- °-

(35)

(36)

IV. C0HCLU5ION3

We have used QCD sum rules for the understanding of the fundamental
decay amplitudes of pseudoscalar mesons which control the breaking of the
chiral flavour symmetry. All experimental measurement of the decay
amplitudes of the heavy pseudoscalar mesons is needed.

-10-
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2)

3)

k)

5)

.6)

T)

8)

9)

10)

1 1 )

For a recent review on current algebra, see, e.g. Ref.l* and references

therein.

For a recent review on dimensional regularization and renormali zation,

see, e.g. Fef.8.

We use the three-loop result of the two-point function associated to

the vector current due to the fact that in the Chiral limit {m. = 0)

the SU(n). * SU(n)_ chiral symmetry is not spontaneously broken "by

L H
gluon exchange to all orders of perturbation theory [llj.

Our error is the quadratic sum of the error due to other sources

(experiment) and of the estimated QCD error. We estimate the error

due to QCD as the quadratic sum of the square of each individual QCD

correction.

Notice that our f is — tines the f of SVZ. We consider this
7T IT* 7T

result as an improvement of the result given by SVZ lib]

Analogous result can also De ohtained using the Laplace transform of

the first Weinberg sum rule discussed in Eef.l1*. In the chiral limit,

and using the positivity of the scalar contribution to the sum rule,

the estimate in Eq_. (l>t) could be replaced by a lower bound on f̂  .

Recall that "j> —i>eV a § *2TT M»/2jr| (oL being the QED fine structure
constant).

Note that the quantity used by NRT {3s] depends' crucially on the

non-perturbative effects due to the Ward identity in Eq.(6).

One must notice that the moments of i|i has Aaas-Bcwer of m. than

that of Ref.lb. So, care must be taken for the corrections due to the

mass renormalization.

We expect that the continuum contribution to 4:fM is bigger ̂ an to

-M*»l} b e c a u s e the latter is more weighted by lov energy (t

-11-

After the completion of this work, we learn that an analysis of the Bmeson

mass and coupling has also been done in Bef .[2l] . Our bounds agree

with their result coming from higher moments analysis. However, working

with higher moments could be useless in the strange channel if the •$ •

quark mass is higher than 150 MeV due to the important quark mass

correction.

-12-
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